An identification algorithm called the time-varying eigensystem realization algorithm is proposed to realize discrete-time-varying plant models from input and output experimental data. It is shown that this singular value decomposition based method is a generalization of the eigensystem realization algorithm developed to realize time invariant models from pulse response sequences. Using the results from discrete-time identification theory, the generalized Markov parameter and the generalized Hankel matrix sequences are computed via a least squares problem associated with the input-output map. The computational procedure presented in the paper outlines a methodology to extract a state space model from the generalized Hankel matrix sequence in different time-varying coordinate systems. The concept of free response experiments is suggested to identify the subspace of the unforced system response. For the special case of systems with fixed state space dimension, the free response subspace is used to construct a uniform coordinate system for the realized models at different time steps. Numerical simulation results on general systems discuss the details and effectiveness of the algorithms.
I. Introduction T HE eigensystem realization algorithm (ERA) [1] [2] [3] has occupied the center stage in the current system identification theory and practice owing to its ease, efficiency, and robustness of implementation in several spheres of engineering. Connections of ERA with modal and principal component analyses made the algorithm an invaluable tool for the analysis of mechanical systems. As a consequence, the associated algorithms have contributed to several successful applications in design, control, and model order reduction of mechanical systems. ERA is the member of a class of algorithms derived from system realization theory based on the now classical Ho-Kalman method [4] . Because both left and right singular vector matrices of the singular value decomposition are used, ERA yields state space realizations that are not only minimal but also balanced [1] . The key utility of ERA has been in the development of discrete-time invariant models from input and output experimental data. Owing to the one-to-one mapping of linear time invariant dynamical system models between the continuous and discrete-time domains, the ERA identified discrete-time model is tantamount to the identification of a continuous-time model (with the standard assumptions on the sampling theorem). Furthermore, the physical parameters of a mechanical system (natural frequencies, normal modes, and damping) can be derived from the identified plant models by using ERA. A variety of system identification methods for such time invariant systems are available, the fundamental unifying features of which are now well understood [5] [6] [7] and can be shown to be related (and/or equivalent) to the corresponding features of ERA.
Several efforts were undertaken in the past to develop a holistic approach for the identification of time-varying systems. Specifically, it has been desired for some time to generalize ERA to the case of time-varying systems. Earliest efforts in the development of methods for time-varying systems involved recursive and fast implementations of the time invariant methods by exploring structural properties of the input-output realizations. The classic paper by Chu et al., [8] exploring the displacement structure in the Hankel matrices is representative of the efforts of this nature. Subsequently, significant results were obtained by Shokoohi and Silverman [9] and Dewilde and Van der Veen [10] , that generalized several concepts in the classical linear time invariant system theory consistently. Verhaegen and Yu [11] and Verhaegen [12] subsequently introduced the idea of repeated experiments (termed ensemble input/output data), rendering practical methods to realize the conceptual identification strategies presented earlier. These methods are referred to as ensemble state space model identification problems in the literature. This class of generalized system realization methods was applied to complex problems such as the modeling the dynamics of human joints, with much success. Liu [13] developed a methodology for developing time-varying models from free response data (for systems with an asymptotically stable origin) and made initial contributions to the development of time-varying modal parameters and their identification [14] .
Although the effects of time-varying coordinate systems are shown to exist by these classical developments, it is not clear if the identified plant models (more generally identified model sequence sets) are useful in state propagation. This is because no guarantees are given as to whether the system matrices identified are, in fact, all realized in the same coordinate system. This limits the utility of the classical solutions because model sequences identified by different procedures cannot be merged as the sequences would lose compatibility at the time instance at which the algorithm is switched.
In other words, most classical results developed thus far have realized models that are topologically equivalent (defined mathematically in subsequent sections) from an input and output standpoint. However, this does not imply that they are in coordinate systems consistent in time for state propagation purposes. It is straightforward to see that the initial state given in a certain coordinate system cannot be propagated to the next time step unless the state transition and control influence matrices are expressed in the same (or compatible) coordinate system as the initial state of interest. Any misalignment would cause the state propagation to be physically meaningless and the identified plant model(s) are rendered useless.
We cannot emphasize more the importance of the coordinate transformations and their role in time-varying systems. As a practical example of this important feature underpinning the developments of this paper, let us consider the following situation. It is not too difficult to consider a version of the method proposed by Liu [13] to obtain the first few time step models. This could, in principle, be merged with the plant model sequence realized by using the classical developments of Shookohi and Silverman [9] (or equivalently Verhaegen and Yu [11] ). The fact is that the plant model sequences identified appropriately in such a manner would render them incompatible at the junction (discrete-time instant) of merger, thereby making both the procedures incomplete. Looking at the facts more transparently, following Liu [13] alone, we would not have the control influence matrix sequence (one has to also observe that the formulations therein are restricted to plants with an asymptotically stable origin), and alternatively following Shookohi and Siverman [9] , we would never be able to identify the first few time step (and last few time step) models because negative time indexing is not possible in general. However, following the developments of this paper, one could indeed realize the complete model sequence without invoking the negative time step experimental data or assuming asymptotic stability of the origin. Furthermore, unlike the preliminary developments of coordinate transformations by Liu [13] , the solutions presented herein are compatible (give back the generalized Markov parameters indicating the arbitrariness of the transformations) and in general valid for the practical case of the number of outputs being less than the state dimension.
The methods developed in this paper, in sharp contrast with the other time-varying identification techniques mentioned earlier, arise from a perspective of generalizing the ERA to the case of timevarying systems. We develop this perspective while using the notation and preliminary developments of past researchers [9, 11, 13] on this problem. It is shown that the generalization thus made enables us to identify time-varying plant models that are in arbitrary coordinate systems at each time step. Furthermore, the coordinate systems at successive time steps are compatible with one another. This makes the model sequences realized useful in state propagation. The methods of computing the generalized Markov parameters using the input-output map are subsequently discussed for the two cases of the presence and absence of zero input response data in the output sequences. This is followed by a discussion on a computational procedure to determine the time-varying coordinate transformations with respect to a fixed time step t k (most times initial condition time step) using free response experimental data. Numerical examples demonstrating the theoretical developments conclude the paper.
II. Linear Discrete-Time Varying System
Realization Theory
We review the notation and definitions in linear time-varying systems following the developments presented in the classic paper by Shokoohi and Silverman [9] . Linear discrete-time varying systems are governed by a set of difference equations governing the evolution of the state in time being given by
together with a corresponding initial state vector x 0 . The state variable x k 2 R n is most often related to the output through the measurement equation:
with the outputs and inputs being
and D k 2 R mr being in compatible dimensions. In the following developments, it is assumed that the true state dimension n is constant through the time period of interest. It will be transparent in the course of our developments that this assumption could be relaxed, but we retain it to facilitate some coordinate transformation results for the special class of mechanical systems important in applications. The solution of the difference equation relating the initial state and the control inputs to the state at a general time instant is given by
where the state transition matrix is defined in terms of its components by
Using the definition of the compound state transition matrix, the input-output relationship is given by
This enables us to define the input-output relationship in terms of the two index coefficients as
where the generalized Markov parameters are defined to be given by
Similar to the time invariant case, the time-varying discrete-time systems, when expressed as the input-output map, are invariant to coordinate (similarity) transformations. In fact, the generalized Markov parameter defined earlier are invariant to a more general set of transformations called the Lyapunov transformations [9] [10] [11] 15] . We briefly introduce the Lyapunov transformations in this section. We will use several notions introduced here in the subsequent sections while constructing projection maps to transform all the timevarying coordinate systems into a reference coordinate system.
In stark contrast to the time invariant (shift invariant) systems, the generalized Markov parameters determine the pulse response characteristics of the true plant in a much more general fashion. Note that the number of independent degrees of freedom to describe the input-output relationship increases tremendously for the case of time-varying systems, as the response of the system (h k;i ) not only depends upon the time difference from the applied input (u i ) but also on the time instant t i at which the said input is applied.
Following the notions set up by Shokoohi and Silverman [9] , the system representation fA k ; B k ; C k ; D k g is said to be topologically equivalent (Gohberg et al. [16] 
It is easy to see that the compound state transition matrices have relationship similar to Eq. (8) and that all topologically equivalent representations give the same numerical value for the generalized Markov parameters owing to their definition in Eq. (7). Controllability and observability grammians are given by the infinite matrices
. . 
and
Although the grammians are infinite matrices, usually for a system which is both controllable and observable (minimal), the principal full rank components of the corresponding grammians have most information related to the plant parameters corresponding to the current time step. This fact will enable us to construct the timevarying realizations without resorting to population of infinite matrices. The relationships between topologically equivalent representations are given by
The generalized Hankel matrix for time-varying systems is defined for every time step k to be the infinite dimensional matrix 
In general, assuming the system is uniformly observable and controllable, rank of the generalized Hankel matrix is representative of the state dimension at a given time instant. In the subsequent developments of the paper, it is assumed that the state dimension does not change with the time index. It is not difficult to see that this assumption can be relaxed. However, we retain the assumption owing to our focus on mechanical systems, in which the connection between physical degrees of freedom and the number of state variables allows us to hold the dimensionality of the state space fixed throughout the time interval of interest. We now elaborate on the time-varying coordinate systems for discrete-time state equations and some identities governing their structure and properties.
III. Time-Varying Coordinate Systems and Transformations
As was noted from the preceding sections, the state propagation for linear time-varying systems takes place between time-varying coordinate systems. This is very similar to the concept of body-fixed rotating reference frames employed to describe rigid body rotation in attitude dynamics [16, 17] . Using the notation developed thus far, consider the state propagation equations in two topologically equivalent realizations of the discrete-time-varying system. The states being propagated in the equivalent realizations are related by the time-varying transformations, z k T k x k when the corresponding state evolution equations are written as
Relationships between the topologically equivalent realizations presented earlier are different from the similarity transformations in case of linear time invariant systems. We rewrite the relations between these topologically equivalent realizations as
The most important distinction is that the system matrices (transition matrices A k , A k ) do not have the same eigenvalues. Because the system evolution takes place in two different coordinate systems, T k1 , T k , this leads the basis vectors for the initial time step and the final time step to be different. Therefore, the situation is quite similar to body-fixed, rotating coordinate systems in rigid body dynamics, with the exception that the frames (basis vectors can be thought of as frames) are unknown, arbitrarily assigned by the singular value decomposition (to be discussed very shortly). A physical insight in to the coordinate systems is developed in the appendix of this paper.
The equivalent realizations, [ A k , A k related as in Eq. (20)] in general, are not similar owing to the fact that T k1 ≠ T k . An analyst armed with this piece of information (that the state evolution of discrete-time varying systems in general takes place between timevarying coordinate systems) is often dangerous. He/she can conclude that no physics based information can be derived from such a method because there appears to be no such information. It turns out that such a speculation is erroneous, and one can indeed extract time-varying quantities that are representative of the true time-varying system behavior from these topologically equivalent (kinematically similar) transformations. These parameters are the eigenvalues of the timevarying system matrices (true and identified) all transformed into a reference coordinate system. This is a central result of our investigation. We now detail the procedure to construct such transformations on the topologically equivalent discrete-time varying realizations Eqs. (18) and (19) . Applying the general relationship, Eq. (13) between observability grammians in different coordinate systems to the realizations, Eqs. (18) and (19), we have that
At any other time step the same relationship holds, given by
This enables us to define the quantity
k was used. Considering the first time step t k , the relation between the kinematically similar system matrices is given by
Now we proceed to use the correction (p 1) to the left of Eq. (23) and obtain a corrected system matrix~ A k as
A k is the correction employed to the timevarying system matrix in the different coordinate system. Note that both the true and identified system matrices should be transformed in to their respective reference coordinate systems. In lieu of the preceding developments, at any general time step, we have that
In such situations we should operate on both sides to correct and obtain a transformation to the reference coordinate system (T k in this case). This is accomplished by employing corrections on both sides given bỹ
The tilde notation has been employed to distinguish between similar and kinematically equivalent system matrices. We point out that the transformations developed earlier can also be based on the controllability grammian and are easy to derive. Note that in such a situation, however, the reference coordinate system to which the system is reset (say some Q k ) is in general independent and different from the ones obtained by using the observability grammians (denoted here by T k ). For the system identification problem, the true and identified systems are to be in kinematically similar realizations. The identified and true system needs to be transformed in order to perform a comparison. It was found that the system matrices appropriately transformed share common eigenvalues (similar system matrices). Example demonstrations illustrate this fact. The physical nature of these eigenvalues and their role in the evolution of the true system is a question that cannot be answered without performing further investigations.
IV. Time-Varying Eigensystem Realization Algorithm
We first present the algorithm to calculate the time-varying system models assuming the availability of the generalized Markov parameters. The important problem of computing the generalized Markov parameters will be addressed in the next section. A more practical algorithm for obtaining them is discussed in a paper by the authors [18] (to be published).
A. Calculation of Time-Varying Discrete-Time Models
Consider the generalized Hankel matrix populated using the generalized Markov parameters: at every time step t k for the variable state dimension problem. For problems in which the state dimension does not change, this is indicative of the validity of our assumption of a constant state dimension. This often helps the analyst in retaining appropriate numbers of row and column blocks in the Hankel matrix at a given time step for computations.
Following the identity [Eq. (17)] presented in the preceding section for the generalized Hankel matrices and using its singular value decomposition [19, 20] , we can write
such that expressions can be written for the corresponding controllability and observability grammians at a given time step. Notice that this decomposition is nonunique. The realizations derived from these grammians can be in any of the infinite different coordinate systems. Now, let the controllability and observability grammians in the true (usually unknown) coordinate systems at each time step t k be denoted by the unadorned (no superscripts) symbols, O k , R k 1 , with appropriated dimensions. Then, the Hankel matrix computed observability (controllability) grammian is related to the observability (controllability) grammian in the true coordinate system by
where again T k is any invertible square matrix of the state dimension.
Note that in problems of varying state dimension the coordinate transformations have to be appropriately redefined. Again, we do not wish to include that case in our discussions because in most mechanical system identification problems the dimensionality information can be determined a priori. This gives rise to the estimates for the system matrix as 
This allows us to setÂ
as anestimate for the identified time-varying discrete system transition matrix. Notice that it is related to the unknown true system matrix but not the true system matrix. Similar estimate can be derived from the controllability grammian expressions. Considering the left shifted Hankel matrix and appropriately resetting its coordinate system, we have
Using similar manipulations
we can set a similar estimate for the identified system matrix aŝ
Because the first r columns of R q k form an estimate for the identified control influence matrix,B k its relation to the unknown true matrix B k is given by
Similarly, the estimate for identified C k is obtained by extracting the first m rows of the calculated observability grammian
where the notation M1:m; : (or M:; 1:r) denotes the first m rows (or r columns) of M matrix. Having derived the relationships between the identified and the true system models, we now proceed to the impact of the identified models in the state propagation problem.
B. State Propagation Using Identified Time-Varying Model
Let us consider any general time step t k and the state vector in the coordinate system of the identified model be given byx k . Assume that the state vector at this time step is known to be in the identified model coordinate system (i.e.,x k T 1 k x k is known, whereas x k , T k is unknown). This assumption will be relaxed shortly. Using the identified system matrices at the corresponding time step, we havê
Clearly, D k being invariant with respect to coordinate transformations, whereas the true propagation equations (had we known
Using the derived relationships between the true and identified system matrices [Eqs. (32), (36), and (37)], we can write the Eq. (38) asx
Similarly, propagating to one more step gives uŝ
Thus the state equation in general becomes (after p time steps)
Now, considering a state propagation error defined as e k : T kxk x k , we have the error dynamics after p 1 time steps being given by the evolution equation:
Using Lyapunov's stability theory [21] for discrete-time systems, we have that the effect of this initial coordinate system misalignment e 0 will decay asymptotically to zero for time-varying systems with a stable origin (cases of asymptotic and exponential stability of the origin). However, in general, one needs to at least determine the initial conditions in the initial system coordinates (namely,x 0 ). If one has the initial conditions in the appropriate coordinate system, the identified models can be used for state propagation.
C. Estimation of Initial Conditions from Identified Time-Varying Model
Let us now look at a method of calculating initial conditions after having identified the model matrix sequences. The question as to whether it is possible to obtain the time-varying model when the output data are inclusive of the initial condition response deserves some explanation at this point. This chicken and egg problem can be addressed in several ways. One possible solution is to write the initial condition response together with the forced response and try to solve a matrix equation relating the initial condition and input data to the sensed (noise free) outputs. This leads to a matrix equation, the solution of which, using free response data matrix is discussed in detail in the next section of the paper. Alternatively, one can use an observer based calculation as detailed in a companion manuscript developed along the lines of our recent papers [18, 22] . In certain other special case situations, in which physical nature of the problem is known to the analyst, one can perform repeated experiments by physically setting the initial conditions to zero (position and velocity). In this section we concern ourselves with the problem of determination of initial conditions (in fact at a general time step t k ) after the identified plant model sequence is available.
Writing the input and output from a general kth time step, for p more time steps, one obtains a set of equations that can be written in a matrix form as Y :
. . . 
which can be solved using the least squares solution:
provided p is chosen sufficiently large so as to ensure the full rank of the observability grammian ( dimensionality of the state space).
D. Models for the First/Last Few Time Steps
In the problems in which time-varying model identification is of interest, it is often unclear as to how to isolate the system models for the first few time steps, in which the generalized Hankel matrix has a rank of only less than the true order of the system 8 k, rankH k < n. The first generalized Hankel matrix in question can be written as 
Note that it is difficult to compute the generalized Markov parameters such as C 0 B 1 because, in practical experiments, inputs cannot be applied at negative time index so as to feel its response at the current time. The methodology detailed in preceding sections can be employed once a full rank Hankel matrix can be populated. We now present a method for computing the first few time step models using an additional set of experimental data, the free response experiments. The output data of the free response experiments (also known as the zero input response) are given by 
where y f k;j for j 1; 2; . . . ; N is the free decay response of the jth experiment at time k. For 8 k 0; 1; . . ., Eq. (47) forms the corresponding observability grammian in the respective coordinate system as the initial conditions. Deleting the first block of data, we arrive at the block shifted output matrix that can be written as 
Note that the state variable ensemble at the time step t k1 (denoted byX k1 with the corresponding index number k 1) is related to the state ensemble at time step t k (written asX k ) bŷ
Using this relationship, we can derive estimates for the state transition matrix for time steps k 0; 1; . . . ; p 1 given bŷ
The calculation of the correspondingĈ k is accomplished by settinĝ
The partial (rank < n) Hankel matrices, similar to the one written out in Eq. (46) 
However, the model matrices determined from the Eqs. (50), (51), and (54) are of little use in practice without the coordinate transformation theory developed in Sec. III. This is because of the fact that the first few models developed in this manner are in totally different coordinate systems derived from the free response singular value decomposition. Hence, one cannot use the models thus developed in state propagation because they have a jump discontinuity at the time step k p in their coordinate systems. Using the developments of Sec. III, we correct the models by transforming them consistently into a reference coordinate system. The transformed models are, therefore, given bỹÂ
where the transformation (projection on to the referenceT k r at a reference time step ) is defined as
Using the transformed system models and considering subsequent models in compatible coordinate systems, one therefore obtains a complete sequence of discrete-time varying models from time step k 0; . . . ; p 1 as long as desired by the analyst, depending on the availability of multiple experimental data. The first few models for the case of the numerical example were obtained in this manner, and the state propagation results were computed employing the transformations developed herein. Last few time step models have a dual nature, in that the system observability grammian cannot be formed fully owing to the rank deficiency of the Hankel matrix. This defect can analogously be corrected using the developments of this section.
Thus, using a framework similar to Liu [13] , we arrive at different set of more general results for the first few time step models. We note in passing that there exist some structural relationships (among the generalized Markov parameters and the Hankel matrices) that lead to suggest that one can avoid repeated free response experiments. However, we could not find any useful manipulations to report at this stage and are forced to use these extra conditions to recover the first few time step models.
V. Estimation of Markov Parameters from InputOutput Data Using Least Squares Solution
As we have seen so far, the generalized Markov parameters play an important role in the determination of the time-varying plant parameters in the time-varying eigensystem realization algorithm. We now address the question as to how these Markov parameters are computed from input-output data. For simplicity, we consider only the simple case in which the output data from multiple experiments are devoid of initial condition response. In this case, we assume that all the experiments are performed from zero initial conditions (ideal situation). In the presence of unknown initial conditions in the output data the determination of Markov parameters is more complicated because, in such a situation, one requires more information to separate out the components of the output data caused by the unknown initial conditions.
The output of the system at the time step t k (sufficiently later than the initial time t 0 ) is related to the control inputs as (using Eq. (6) with 
MAJJI, JUANG, AND JUNKINS
Stacking the generalized Markov parameters in the block matrix notation, we have that
For input-output data from multiple experiments (experiment number denoted by the superscript j ) we consequently have the matrix equation The design of such increasing number of experiments is necessary to obtain a unique solution for the generalized Markov parameters from the input-output map. This increase in computations is one of the few reasons behind the lack of popularity among time-varying identification methods. In companion papers [18, 22] we present techniques to remedy this increase and demonstrate the fact that the introduction of an observer in to the identification process enables a dramatic reduction of the number of required experiments while retaining the level of accuracy in the calculated generalized Markov parameters due to the existence of certain recursive relationships existing in the observer realized. These results generate sufficient optimism for the practical analyst to consider the time-varying identification methods as an alternative in analysis and design of models for control and estimation (and/or guidance and navigation).
VI. Numerical Examples
We demonstrate the results of the paper on two representative examples. The first example has a stable origin but with true system matrix having time-varying elements that are oscillatory in nature. Second example is an oscillator example with stiffness matrix varying with time and no damping. This represents the class of problems which do not have a stable origin. We do not present examples in which the solution diverges exponentially fast to infinity as the generalized Markov parameters for such problems also go to MAJJI, JUANG, AND JUNKINS infinity and hence the input-output description becomes a highly ill-conditioned problem to facilitate any stable computations and comparisons.
A. Example One: System With a Stable Origin
Consider the time-varying system with true matrices given by : cos10t k . The first validation is performed by inspection of the rank of the Hankel matrix sequences. As the Fig. 1 clearly shows, the rank of the system remains 3 for all time indicating the order of the system, as discussed earlier in the paper. Using the least squares solution as shown in the preceding section, the system Markov parameters are determined from repeated experiments with random input signal. Identification procedure is carried out, and two test control inputs are applied to the true and identified system with zero initial conditions given by u 1 t k 0:5 sin12t k and u 2 t k cos7t k . A sampling rate of 10 Hz was used in the simulation. The response for these test control inputs problem is compared in Fig. 2 . Figure 3 plots the output error between the outputs of the true and identified systems to the test control input sequences. Alternatively, we consider the system with an oscillatory nature. In this case the plant system matrix was calculated as employed in this simulation to delineate and discuss the results. Figure 4 shows that there is no damping inherent in the system. The singular values of the Hankel matrix sequence plotted in Fig. 5 reveal that the true order of the system is 4.
The generalized Markov parameters are determined by solving the least squares problem obtained by considering the input-output relationship as described in the preceding section. The norm of the error incurred in these calculations is plotted in Fig. 6 . The deterioration of the accuracy toward the end is due to the increase in the size of the least squares problem toward the end of the simulation and the deterioration of the absolute error tolerance of the solution of the linear system (for the same level of relative error maintained in the numerical solution). After identification using the Markov parameters, same test functions as the preceding example were employed and the results obtained are plotted in Fig. 7 . The error between the true and the identified response to test functions is plotted in Fig. 8 .
The initial condition was determined in the identified initial coordinate system using the strategy presented in Sec. IV.D. Choosing p 9 in Eq. (45) for best accuracy in the normal equations, we obtained an estimate of the initial conditions (in the unknown T 0 coordinate system to be): 
Using the estimated initial conditions (in their coordinate systems), the state was propagated and the free response was compared as shown in the Fig. 4 . The output error between the true initial condition response and the determined initial condition response is plotted in Fig. 9 . It was found, supporting the discussions of Sec. III, that the true and identified system matrices are not similar. This is demonstrated by plotting the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial for true system and identified system in the time-varying coordinate systems in 
where the new variable rt : rt ' has been introduced, together with the definition of ', as the free length of the spring (when no force is applied on it, i.e., Hooke's Law applies as F s kr). The function ut is the radial control force applied on the point mass, and the parameters k, m are the spring stiffness and the mass of the point mass of interest. The time variation in this linear system is brought about by the profile of the angular velocity of the rotating tube _ t. Choosing the origin of the coordinate system at the position r 0 'ê r (with no loss of generality) along theê r direction, we have the second order differential equations to be given by r
where the redefinition of the origin renders the system linear time varying without any extra forcing functions.
In the first order state space form x 1 t : rt; x 2 t : _ rt the equations can be written as
together with the measurement equations To compare with the identified models, analytical discrete-time models were also generated by computing the state transition matrix (equivalent A k ) and the convolution integrals (equivalent B k with a zero order hold assumption on the inputs). Because the system matrices are time varying, matrix differential equations given by 
would represent the equivalent discrete-time varying system (truth model). Integration of the matrix differential equations was carried out with a tolerance of 1 10 13 (Dormand-Prince solver, subroutine ode45 of MATLAB). For the current investigation, the time variation profile of _ t 3 sin 1 2 t, with the mass and stiffness of the system were chosen to be m 1 and k 10, respectively. The time interval of interest was held to be 50 seconds, with the discretization sampling frequency set to be 1.5 Hz. 
B. System Identification
Time-varying system identification methods developed in this paper were employed using the input-output test data from the preceding models and model sequences were obtained. Identification process starts with the determination of generalized Markov parameters, using the technique indicated in Sec. II and the timevarying observer/Kalman filter identification (TOKID) method presented in the companion manuscript [18] which minimizes the number of experiments required. Errors incurred in the determination of these Markov parameters are shown in Fig. 14. The singular values of the generalized Hankel matrix sequence are plotted in Fig. 15 .
Applying a test input force ut sin12t=2 to the true and identified system matrix sequences, the error incurred in the response is shown in Fig. 16 , whereas the response profiles are compared in Fig. 17 . Response profiles appear jagged to show their sampled nature.
C. Discussion on the Identified Time-Varying Coordinates
This simple physical example helps us explain the time-varying coordinate systems and the transformation process. To bring further clarity into the discussion, we use the same number of sensors as the true dimensionality of the state space (m 2 for this problem). Also, the generalized Hankel matrix is populated with only one redundant time step such that the observability grammians are nonredundant and hence lead to exact inverse (as opposed to pseudoinverse) in the transformations. We will first explain the transformations for this simplified situation and then proceed to a short discussion on what happens in the general situation.
For the current problem, the coordinate system calculations are simplified owing to the measurement matrix being identity as given by Eq. (69). Recall from Sec. II that this implieŝ
for this problem. Considering four representative time steps, we plot the coordinate systems in Fig. 18 . The long dashed arrows indicate the reference directions in the state space representing the columns of the true C k matrix at the corresponding time step. Short dashed arrows plot the columns of the identifiedĈ k matrix. They represent the time-varying coordinates that are realized by the identification algorithm. The solid line arrows represent the columns of the identified~Ĉ k matrix after transformed in to the reference coordinate system. A clear demonstration of the transformation process is obtained by observing that at each time step the transformed coordinates align with the reference coordinate system (at time t 0 or any other reference time step of interest). For the more general situation of m < n, owing to the arbitrariness of the free basis vectors (n m of them exist at each time step), this elegant projection on to the same reference coordinate is not defined uniquely and hence the basis is completed arbitrarily (at every time step) to produce the necessary inversion (pseudoinversion to make a precise statement). The arbitrary completion of basis leads to a timevarying correction. It also depends upon the number of time steps considered for constructing the observability grammian through the least squares pseudoinverse constructed in the process of transformation. Considering different time steps would in general lead to a different transformation matrix.
VIII. Conclusions
The eigensystem realization algorithm for the identification of linear time invariant systems is extended to realize linear models that are time varying in the discrete-time domain. The time-varying extensions are derived using established notions of generalized Markov parameters and the generalized Hankel matrix sequences. It was found that the models thus realized are in different coordinate systems, inherent to the general theory of time-varying linear systems of differential (and difference) equations. It is shown that the kinematically similar (topologically equivalent) realizations are indeed similar when observed from a single reference (albeit unknown) coordinate system. This result is proposed (and used) as a tool to compare different realizations obtained by several algorithms. A method to transform the system models thus realized into a (generally unknown) reference coordinate system is presented by construction of time-varying projection operators. It is shown that the transformation matrices constructed project the realized system models into a space spanning the corresponding controllable or observable subspace at the reference time step. A method to isolate the time-varying models for the first few (and last few) time steps using free response data from the unknown initial conditions is presented, thereby completing the sequence of models realized by the algorithm to every time step in which the experimental data are available. A least squares solution is presented for the determination of generalized Markov parameters using experimental data from repeated experiments. Numerical examples demonstrate the theoretical results of the paper. Application to a problem in dynamics provides optimism regarding the broad utility of the results derived herein, in addition to the physical insight into the timevarying system theoretic generalizations made here.
Appendix: Time-Varying Coordinate Transformations: Physical Insights
We now motivate the development of some physical insights about the time-varying coordinate systems associated with the timevarying plant model sequences that play a central role in timevarying system identification theory. It was pointed out in the Sec. III of the paper that the time-varying coordinate transformations for discrete-time varying system models are similar in nature to bodyfixed coordinate systems in rigid body attitude kinematics problems.
A clear picture of this situation appears in the state transition matrices of continuous-time varying systems. To clarify this point we digress at this stage to consider the linear time-varying homogeneous system given by the continuous-time linear differential equation
with initial conditions t 0 0 and t: R ! R n , t: R R n ! R n . Then for every initial state i t 0 , (i 1; 2; . . . ; n) spanning the state space at initial time, there exists a solution at final time t≠ t 0 , denoted by i t. Collecting these solutions in to a matrix t : 1 t 2 t n t , we arrive at the fundamental matrix [15, 23] . Because it constitutes the linearly independent (arbitrary) solutions of the state differential equation, the fundamental matrix satisfies the matrix differential equation
with initial conditions t 0 0 : 1 t 0 2 t 0 n t 0 (not necessarily the n n identity matrix). It can be shown that this fundamental matrix is related to the state transition matrix t; t 0 as t; t 0 t 1 t 0
where the classical state transition matrix [24, 25] is governed by the matrix differential equation: @ @t t; t 0 tt; t 0 (A4) with initial conditions t; t 0 I n as the unit (identity) matrix.
Realizing that the solution structure at any time t is given by xt t; t 0 x 0 we point out the stark contrast to time invariant system (t A c ), where the state transition matrix is given by t; t 0 expA c t t 0 . Note that the solution in the time invariant case remains in the same space owing to the power series expansion definition of the matrix exponential. That is the space spanned by I; A c ; A 2 c ; . . .x 0 . Such a definition/parallelism cannot be made for time-varying systems and hence the state transition matrix, as given by Eq. (A3), maps the state in one coordinate system at initial time step t 0 to a possibly (usually) different coordinate system at any subsequent time t. Therefore, it emerges conclusively that the true and identified system matrices in our current discussions are special instances of the fundamental matrices outlined in Eq. (A2) with an arbitrary set of basis functions at the corresponding initial time step. This simple observation is evidently new and of fundamental importance in establishing a complete system identification algorithm for time-varying systems. The ideas presented in the section are graphically illustrated in Fig. A1 , in which a 3-D state space is assumed for clarity in demonstration.
